
 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 
ROMANIAN MOTRIQA JOINS G&Z’S GLOBAL DEALER NETWORK 
 
Ripon, California U.S.A. June 24, 2021 – G&Z appointed MOTRIQA GLOBAL 
TRADING its exclusive dealer in Romania and Bulgaria. MOTRIQA will be 
responsible for the sales and service of G&Z’s concrete slipform paving 
equipment, trenchers and canal lining equipment. 

 
With a diverse equipment portfolio Romanian MOTRIQA is specialized in both sales and aftermarket support of 
construction and agricultural equipment in the region. The company helps contractors to implement unique and 
complex projects that includes asphalt and concrete batch plants. “We have collected the leading global 
construction manufacturers under the MOTRIQA umbrella, and our motivation is our ability to assist the nation’s 
development and prosperity of the region. Romania’s road infrastructure is extensive. And it is time to upgrade 
the road network after a decade of underinvestment. This opens a great opportunity to introduce the best road 
construction technology to the region. Thus, G&Z’s concrete slipform pavers is a complementary addition to our 
product portfolio. On the other hand, the upcoming land and water reforms in Romania increase the potential for 
G&Z trencher and canal equipment.” says Viorica Badicu, MOTRIQA’s General Manager. 
 
“This partnership is G&Z’s first entry to the Balkan region. Romania and Bulgaria’s road infrastructure is outdated 
and need the implementation of serious rehabilitation programs. Also, building and maintaining trans-European 
corridor routes that run through Romania is very essential. We believe that G&Z will successfully share its 
knowledge both in road and irrigation canal construction with the help of its local partner MOTRIQA. We are 
excited for the opportunities yet to come.” added RK Shaw, G&Z’s VP International Sales & Service.  
 
Both companies are ready to meet the infrastructure challenges of Romania and Bulgaria with the best technology 
and trustworthy relationship.   
 
For further information visit: 
https://motriqa.ro 
www.guntert.com  
http://www.guntert.com/news.html 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

https://motriqa.ro/about-us
http://www.guntert.com/
http://www.guntert.com/news.html

